
 

Brew Crew (a program started by VCIS FAA teacher Rebecca Tschetter and her two paras Danielle Vega and Vicki Dick) is 
a coffee business run by students in our special needs classroom at VCIS.  Each day staff who want to order a coffee or 
tea, fill out a Google Form that has visuals to correspond with labels on their supplies.  Students take the order form, 
match a picture of the staff member to a Velcro dot on the cup, and follow the visuals to complete the order.  Each 
student has a job during deliveries including: pushing the cart, punching a punch card, holding the cash box, locating 
room numbers, or pushing another student’s wheelchair.  The students love to visit with staff when delivering and we 
have seen an increase in social skills even from nonverbal students.  This program has benefitted our students with an 
increase in functional reading and math skills, social skills, following directions, remembering routines independently, 
communication, fine and gross motor skills, and overall independence.  The students have taken great pride in being the 
Brew Crew of the school and look forward to getting to make coffee every morning! This program has given the kids an 
opportunity to get to know others in the school.  We see them squealing with delight when they see our principal, favorite 
teachers or friends.  All the money they raise goes back to the classroom to purchase things they need.  The students 
work together to count their earnings and discuss as a group how to spend their profits. Not only does the Brew Crew 
spread kindness and compassion, they inspire it as well.  Recently, another student-led group at VCIS decided to do a 
fundraiser to purchase a new heavy duty cart for our Brew Crew that is sturdy enough for students of all physical abilities 
to help push.  USD262 is extremely proud of this Hornet Happening!  
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